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A BSTRACT
This paper investigates the idea of encoding object-centered representations in the
design of the reward function and policy architectures of a language-guided reinforcement learning agent. This is done using a combination of object-wise permutation invariant networks inspired from Deep Sets and gated-attention mechanisms. In a 2D procedurally-generated world where agents targeting goals in
natural language navigate and interact with objects, we show that these architectures demonstrate strong generalization capacities to out-of-distribution goals. We
study the generalization to varying numbers of objects at test time and further extend the object-centered architectures to goals involving relational reasoning.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Reinforcement Learning (RL) has begun moving away from simple control tasks to more complex
multimodal environments, involving compositional dynamics and language. To successfully navigate and represent these environments, agents can leverage factorized representations of the world
as a collection of constitutive elements. Assuming objects share properties (Green & Quilty-Dunn,
2017), agents may transfer knowledge or skills about one object to others. Just like convolutional
networks are tailored for images, relational inductive biases (Battaglia et al., 2018) can be used to
improve reasoning about relations between objects (e.g. in the CLEVR task, Johnson et al. (2017)).
One example could be to restrict operations to inputs related to object pairs.
A companion paper described a setting where an agent that sets its own goals has to learn to interact
with a set of objects while receiving descriptive feedbacks in natural language (NL) (Colas et al.,
2020). This work introduced reward function and policy architectures inspired by Deep Sets (Zaheer
et al., 2017) which operate on unordered sets of object-specific features, as opposed to the traditional
concatenation of the features of all objects. In this paper, we aim to detail that contribution by
studying the benefits brought by such architectures. We also propose to extend them to consider
pairs of objects, which provides inductive biases for language-conditioned relational reasoning.
In these architectures, the final decision (e.g. reward, action) integrates sub-decisions taken at the
object-level. Every object-level decision takes into account relationships between the body –a special kind of object– and either one or a pair of external objects. This addresses a core issue of
language understanding (Kaschak & Glenberg, 2000; Bergen, 2015), by grounding the meaning of
sentences in terms of affordant relations between one’s body and external objects.
In related work, Santoro et al. (2017) introduced Relational Networks, language-conditioned relational architectures used to solve the supervised CLEVR task. Zambaldi et al. (2018) introduced
relational RL by using a Transformer layer (Vaswani et al., 2017) to operate on object pairs, but did
not use language. Our architectures also draw inspiration from gated attention mechanisms (Chaplot et al., 2017). Although other works also propose to train a reward function in parallel of the
policy, they do so using domain knowledge (expert dataset in Bahdanau et al. (2019), environment
dynamics in Fu et al. (2019)) and do not leverage object-centered representations.
Contributions - In this paper, we study the comparative advantage of using architectures based
on factorized object representations for learning policies and reward functions in a languageconditioned RL setting. We 1) prove that our proposed architectures perform best in this setting
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compared to non-factorized baselines, 2) study their capacity to allow generalization to out-ofdistribution goals and generalization to additional objects in the scene at test time, and 3) show
that this architecture can be extended to deal with goals related to object pairs.

2

P ROBLEM D EFINITION

A learning agent explores a procedurally generated 2D world containing objects of various types and
colors. Evolving in an environment where objects share common properties, the agent can transfer
knowledge and skills between objects, which enables systematic generalization (e.g. grasp green
tree + grasp red cat → grasp red tree). The agent can navigate in the 2D plane, grasp objects and
grow some of them (animals and plants). A simulated social partner (SP) provides NL labels when
the agent performs interactions that SP considers interesting (e.g. grasp green cactus). Descriptions
are turned into targetable goals by the agent and used to train an internal reward function. Achievable
goals G A are generated according to the following grammar:
1. Go: (e.g. go bottom left)
• grasp + any + color + thing
• go + zone
3. Grow: (e.g. grow green animal)
2. Grasp: (e.g. grasp red cat)
• grow + color ∪ {any} + living thing ∪
• grasp + color ∪ {any} + object type ∪ ob{living thing, animal, plant}
ject category
• grow + any + color + thing
Bold and { } represent sets of words while italics represents specific words, see detailed grammar
in Section A.2. In total, there are 256 achievable goals, corresponding to an infinite number of
scenes. These are split into a training set of goals G train from which SP can provide feedbacks, and
a testing set of goals G test held out to test the generalization abilities of the agent. Although testing
sentences are generated following the same composition rules as training sentences, they extend
beyond the training distribution (out-of-distribution generalization). The agent can show two types
of generalizations: from the reward function (it knows when the goal is achieved) and from the
policy (it knows how to achieve it). Full details about the setup, architectures and training schedules
are reported from Colas et al. (2020) in the Appendices.
Evaluation - Regularly, the agent is tested offline on goals from G train (training performance) and
goals from G test (testing performance). We test both the average success rate (SR) of the policy and
the average F1 -score of the reward function over each set of goals. A goal’s SR is computed over 30
evaluations. The F1 -score is computed from a held out set of trajectories (see Section C). Note that
training performance refers to the performance on G train , but still measures state generalization as
scenes are generated procedurally. In all experiments, we provide the mean and standard deviation
over 10 seeds, and report statistical significance using a two-tail Welch’s t-test at level α = 0.05 as
advised in Colas et al. (2019b).

3

D EEP S ETS FOR RL

The agent learns in parallel a language model, an internal goal-conditioned reward function and a
multi-goal policy. The language model (LM) embeds NL goals (LM(gNL ) : G A → R100 ) using
an LSTM (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) trained jointly with the reward function via backpropagation (yellow in Fig. 1). The reward function, policy and critic become language-conditioned
functions when coupled with LM, which acts like a goal translator. The agent keeps tracks of goals
discovered through its exploration and SP’s feedbacks Gd . It samples targets uniformly from Gd .
Deep Sets - The reward function, policy and critic leverage modular architectures inspired by Deep
Sets (Zaheer et al., 2017) combined with gated attention mechanisms (Chaplot et al., 2017). Deep
Sets is a family of neural architectures implementing set functions (input permutation invariance).
Each input is mapped separately to some (usually high-dimensional (Wagstaff et al., 2019)) latent
space using a shared network. These latent representations are then passed through a permutationinvariant function (e.g. mean, sum) to ensure the permutation-invariance of the whole function.
Modular-attention architecture for the reward function - Learning a goal-conditioned reward
function (R) is framed as binary classification. The reward function maps a state s and a goal
embedding g = LM(gNL ) to a binary reward: R(s, g) : S × R100 → {0, 1} (right in Fig. 1).
2
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Figure 1: Modular architectures with attention. Left: policy. Right: reward function.
The reward function is constructed such that object-specific rewards are computed independently
for each of the N objects before being integrated into a global reward through a logical OR function
approximated by a differentiable network which ensures object-wise permutation invariance: if any
object verifies the goal, then the whole scene verifies it. This object-specific reward function is shared
for all objects (NNR ). To evaluate a probability of positive reward pi for object i, it needs to integrate
both the corresponding object representation sobj(i) and the goal. Instead of a simple concatenation,
we use a gated-attention mechanism Chaplot et al. (2017). g is cast into an attention vector αg
before being combined to sobj(i) through an Hadamard product (term-by-term): xgi = sobj(i) αg .
The overall architecture is called MA for modular-attention and can be expressed by:
R(s, g) = NNOR ([NNR (sobj(i)

αg )]i∈[1..N ] ).

Modular-attention architecture for the policy and critic - Our agent is controlled by a goalconditioned policy Π that leverages a modular-attention (MA) architecture (left in Fig. 1). Similarly, the goal embedding g is cast into an attention vector β g and combined with sobj(i) through
a gated-attention mechanism. As usually done with Deep Sets, these inputs are projected into a
high-dimensional latent space (of size N × dim(sobj(i) )) using a shared network NNΠ before being
summed. The result is finally mapped into an action vector a with NNa . Following the same architecture, the critic (not shown in Fig. 1) computes the action-value of the current state-action pair
given the current goal with NNav :
X
X
Π(s, g) = NNa (
NNΠ (sobj(i) β g )),
Q(s, a, g) = NNav (
NNQ ([sobj(i) , a] γ g )).
i∈[1..N ]

4
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Figure 2 shows the training and testing performances of our proposed
MA architectures and two baseline
architectures: 1) flat-concatenation
(FC) where the goal embedding is
concatenated with the concatenation
of object representations and 2) flatattention (FA) where the gated attention mechanism is applied at the
scene-level rather than at the objectlevel (see Fig 1 in Appendix). MA
significantly outperforms competing
architectures on both sets. Appendix
Section F provides detailed generalization performances organized by
types of generalizations.
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Figure 2: Reward function and policy learning. a: Training (left) and testing (right) performances of the reward
function after convergence (stars indicate significant differences w.r.t. MA. b: Training (plain) and testing (dashed)
performances of the policy. MA outperforms FA and FC on
both sets from ep = 600 (p < 2 · 10−3 ).
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4.2

ROBUSTNESS TO A DDITION OF O BJECTS AT T EST T IME

Success Rate

Train
Test
Fully-connected networks using concatenations of object represen1.0
tations are restricted to a constant number of objects (N ). In con0.8
trast, MA architectures treat each object indifferently and in parallel
0.6
which allows to vary N . Whether the performance of the archi0.4
tecture will be affected by N depends on the integration of object0.2
specific information (OR for the reward function, sum and final network in the policy). Because the OR module is equivalent to a max
0.0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10
function, it is not affected by N (given a perfect OR). The sum op# Objects in scene
erator merges object-specific information to be used as input of a
final network computing the action. As the sum varies with N , the Figure 3: Varying number of
overall policy will be sensitive to variations in N . Figure 3 shows objects at test time.
the average training and testing performances of the policy as a function of N . We see that a model
trained in scenes with N = 3 objects manages to maintain a reasonable performance on the training
set for up to N = 10, while the generalization performance drops quickly as N increases. N could
however be varied during training to make agent robust to its variations.

4.3

I NTRODUCING T WO -O BJECT I NTERACTIONS

One can be concerned that the model presented above is limited to object-specific goals. As each
module of the reward function receives as input observations from the agent’s body and a single
object, it cannot integrate multiple-object relationships to estimate the corresponding reward. In this
section, we propose to extend the architecture to allow up to two-object relationships.
 Each module
now receives observations from a pair of objects. For N objects, this results in N2 modules (e.g. 6
for 4 objects). This way, each module is responsible for classifying whether its input pairs verifies
the goal or not, while a logical OR integrates this two-object decisions into the global reward.
To test this, we reuse the dataset described in Section C
1 obj
2 objs
and relabel its trajectories with one- and two-object goals
Train 0.98 ± 0.01 0.92 ± 0.02
related to the grasp predicate. More specifically, we add
Test 0.94 ± 0.04 0.97 ± 0.02
goals of the form grasp + any + relative position + color ∪
object type ∪ object category + thing, where relative posiTable 1: F1 -scores on one- and twotion is one of {right of, left of, above, below}. For instance
object goals.
grasp any right of dog thing is verified whenever the agent
grasps an object that was initially at the right of any dog. These types of goals require to consider
two objects: the object to be grasped and the reference object (dog). Table 1 shows that the reward
function can easily be extended to considers object relations. Section G presents a description of the
testing set and detailed performances by goal types.

5

D ISCUSSION

In this paper, we investigated how modular architectures of reward function and policy that operate on unordered sets of object-specific features could benefit generalization. In the context of
language-guided autonomous exploration, we showed that the proposed architectures lead to both
more efficient learning of behaviors from a training set and improved generalization on a testing set
of goals. In addition we investigated generalization to different numbers of objects in the scene at
test time and proposed an extension to consider goals related to object pairs.
Humans are known to encode persistent object-specific representations (Johnson, 2013; Green &
Quilty-Dunn, 2017). Our modular architectures leverage such representations to facilitate transfer
of knowledge and skills between object sharing common properties. Although these object features
must presently be encoded by engineers, our architectures could be combined with unsupervised
multi-object representation learning algorithms (Burgess et al., 2019; Greff et al., 2019).
Further work could provide agents the ability to select the number of objects in the scene, from
which could emerge a curriculum: if the agent is guided by learning progress, it could first isolate
specific objects and their properties, then generalize to more crowded scenes.
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A
A.1

E NVIRONMENT AND G RAMMAR
E NVIRONMENT

The Playground environment is a continuous 2D
world. In each episode, N = 3 objects are uniformly
sampled from a set of 32 different object types (e.g.
dog, cactus, sofa, water, etc.), organized into 5 categories (animals, furniture, plants, etc.), see Fig. 5.
Sampled objects have a color (R,G,B) and can be
grasped. Animals and plants can be grown when the
right supplies are brought to them (food or water for
animal, water for plants), whereas furniture cannot
(e.g. sofa). Random scene generations are conditioned by the goals selected by the agent (e.g. grasp
red lion requires the presence of a red lion).
Agent embodiment - In this environment, the agent
can perform bounded continuous translations in the
2D plane, grasp and release objects by changing the
state of its gripper. It perceives the world from an
allocentric perspective and thus has access to the
whole scene.

Figure 4: The Playground environment.
The agent targets a goal represented as NL
and receives descriptive feedback from the
SP to expand its repertoire of known goals

Agent perception - The scene is described by a state
C
vector containing information about the agent’s body
A
T
and the N objects. Each object is represented by a
Living Thing
E
G
set of features describing its type (one-hot encoding
O
R
of size 32), its 2D-position, color (RGB code), size
Animal
Plant
Furniture
Supply
Y
O
(scalar) and whether it is grasped (boolean). Cate- B T dog
parrot
cactus
grass
cupboard door
mouse
carnivorous algae
sink
chair
water
gories are not explicitly encoded. Color, size and EJ YP cat
chameleon lion
flower
tea
window
desk
food
human
pig
tree
rose
sofa
lamp
C E
fly
cow
bush
bonsai
carpet
table
initial positions are sampled from uniform distribu- T
tions making each object unique. At time step t, we
can define an observation ot as the concatenation of
body observations (2D-position, gripper state) and Figure 5: Representation of possible obobjects’ features. The state st used as input of the jects types and categories.
models is the concatenation of ot and ∆ot = ot −o0 .
Social partner - Part of the environment, SP is implemented by a hard-coded function taking the
final state of an episode (sT ) as input and returning NL descriptions of sT : DSP (sT ) ⊂ DSP . When
SP provides descriptions, the agent hears targetable goals. Given the set of previously discovered
goals (Gd ) and new descriptions DSP (sT ), the agent infers the set of goals that were not achieved:
Gna (sT ) = Gd \ DSP (sT ), where \ indicates complement.
A.2

G RAMMAR
• grasp + any + color + thing
3. Grow: (e.g. grow green animal)
• grow + color ∪ {any} + living thing ∪
{living thing, animal, plant}
• grow + any + color + thing

1. Go: (e.g. go bottom left)
• go + zone
2. Grasp: (e.g. grasp red cat)
• grasp + color ∪ {any} + object type ∪ object category

zone includes words referring to areas of the scene (e.g. top, right, bottom left), object type is one
of 32 object types (e.g. parrot, cactus) and object category one of 5 object categories (living thing,
animal, plant, furniture, supply). living thing refers to any plant or animal word, color is one of
blue, green, red and any refers to any color, or any object.

7
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B

5 T YPES OF G ENERALIZATION

We define 5 different types of out-ofdistribution generalization:

Type 1

• Type 1 - Attribute-object generalization:
predicate + {blue door, red tree, green
dog}. Understanding grasp red tree requires to leverage knowledge about the
red attribute (grasping red non-tree objects)
and the tree object type (grasping non-red
tree objects).
• Type 2 - Attribute extrapolation: predicate
+ color ∪ {any} + flower. As flower is
removed from the training set, grasp red
flower requires the extrapolation of the red
attribute to a new object type.
• Type 3 - Predicate-category generalization: grasp + color ∪ {any} + animal.
Understanding grasp any animal requires
to understand the animal category (from
growing animal and growing animal objects) and the grasp predicate (from grasping non-animal objects) to transfer the former to the latter.
• Type 4 - Easy predicate-object generalization: grasp + color ∪ {any} + {fly}. Understanding grasp any fly requires to leverage knowledge about the grasp predicate
(grasping non-fly objects) and the fly object
(growing flies).
• Type 5 - Hard predicate-object generalization: grow + color ∪ {any} + plant
∪ {plant, living thing}. grow any plant
requires to understand the grow predicate
(from growing animals) and the plant objects (and category) (from grasping plant
objects). However, this transfer is more
complex than the reverse transfer in Type
4 for two reasons. First, the interaction
modalities vary: plants only grow with water. Second, Type 4 is only about the fly object, while here it is about all plant objects
and the plant and living thing categories.

Type 2
Type 3
Type 4

Type 5

Grasp blue door, Grasp green dog,
Grasp red tree, Grow green dog
Grasp any flower, Grasp blue flower,
Grasp green flower, Grasp red flower,
Grow any flower, Grow blue flower,
Grow green flower, Grow red flower,
Grasp any animal, Grasp blue animal,
Grasp green animal, Grasp red animal
Grasp any fly, Grasp blue fly,
Grasp green fly, Grasp red fly
Grow any algae, Grow any bonsai
Grow any bush, Grow any cactus
Grow any carnivorous, Grow any grass
Grow any living thing, Grow any plant
Grow any rose, Grow any tea
Grow any tree, Grow blue algae
Grow blue bonsai, Grow blue bush
Grow blue cactus, Grow blue carnivorous
Grow blue grass, Grow blue living thing
Grow blue plant, Grow blue rose
Grow blue tea, Grow blue tree
Grow green algae, Grow green bonsai
Grow green bush, Grow green cactus
Grow green carnivorous, Grow green grass
Grow green living thing, Grow green plant
Grow green rose, Grow green tea
Grow green tree, Grow red algae
Grow red bonsai, Grow red bush
Grow red cactus, Grow red carnivorous
Grow red grass, Grow red living thing
Grow red plant, Grow red rose
Grow red tea, Grow red tree
Table 2: Testing goals in G test

Each of the testing goals described above is removed from the training set (G train ∩G test = ∅). Table 2
provides the complete list of testing goals.

8
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C

DATASET

# positive examples

The reward function is trained in two contexts. First in a supervised setting, independently from
the policy. Second, it is trained in parallel of the policy during RL runs. To learn a reward function in a supervised setting, we first collected a dataset of 50 × 103 trajectories and associated goal
descriptions using a random action policy. Training the reward function on this data led to poor
performances, as the number of positive examples remained low for some goals (see Fig. 6). To
pursue the independent analysis of the reward function, we used 50 × 103 trajectories collected by
an RL agent co-trained with its reward function using modular-attention architectures (data characterized by the top distribution in Fig. 6). Results presented in Fig. 2a used such RL-collected data.
To closely match the training conditions imposed by the co-learning setting, we train the reward
function on the final states sT of each episode and test it on any state st for t = [1, ..., T ] of other
episodes. The performance of the reward function are crucial to jointly learn the policy.
random
π

104
103
102
101
0

50

100

Description id

150

Figure 6: Data distributions for the supervised learning of the reward function. Sorted counts
of positive examples per training set descriptions.
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D

A RCHITECTURE

Figure 7: The IMAGINE architecture. Colored boxes represent the different modules composing
IMAGINE . Lines represent update signals (dashed) and function outputs (plain). LM is shared.
Figure 7 represents the IMAGINE architecture whose logic can be outlined as follows:
The Goal Generator samples a target goal gtarget from discovered goals (Gd ).
The agent interacts with the environment (RL Agent) using its policy Π conditioned by gtarget .
The state-action trajectories are stored in mem(Π).
SP observes sT and provides descriptions DSP (sT ) that the agent turns into targetable goals
GSP (sT ).
5. mem(R) stores positive pairs (sT , GSP (sT )) and infers negative pairs (sT , Gna (sT )).
6. The agent then updates:
• Goal Generator: Gd ← Gd ∪ GSP (sT ).
• Language Model (LM) and Reward Function (R): updated using data from mem(R).
• RL agent (actor and critic): A batch of state-action transitions (s, a, s0 ) is sampled from
mem(Π). Then Hindsight Replay and R are used to select goals to train on and compute
rewards (s, a, s, gNL , r). Finally, the policy and critic are trained via RL.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Descriptions of the language model, reward function and policy can be found in the main article.
Next paragraphs describe others modules. Further implementation details, training schedules and
pseudo-code can be found in the companion paper (Colas et al., 2020).
Language model - The language model (LM) embeds NL goals (LM(gNL ) : G NL → R100 )
using an LSTM (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) trained jointly with the reward function (yellow
in Fig. 1). The reward function, policy and critic become language-conditioned functions when
coupled with LM, which acts like a goal translator.
Modular Reward Function using Deep Sets - Learning a goal-conditioned reward function (R)
is framed as a binary classification. The reward function maps a state s and a goal embedding
g = LM(gNL ) to a binary reward: R(s, g) : S × R100 → {0, 1} (left in Fig. 1).
Architecture - The reward function, policy and critic leverage modular architectures inspired by
Deep Sets (Zaheer et al., 2017) combined with gated attention mechanisms (Chaplot et al., 2017).
Deep Sets is a network architecture implementing set functions (input permutation invariance). Each
input is mapped separately to some (usually high-dimensional (Wagstaff et al., 2019)) latent space
using a shared network. These latent representations are then passed through a permutation-invariant
function (e.g. mean, sum) to ensure the permutation-invariance of the whole function. In the case
of our reward function, inputs are grouped into object-dependent sub-states sobj(i) , each mapped
to a probability pi by a same network NNR (weight sharing). NNR can be thought of as a singleobject reward function which estimates whether object i verifies the goal (pi > 0.5) or not. Probabilities [pi ]i∈[1..N ] for the N objects are then mapped into a global binary reward using a logical
10
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OR function: if any object verifies the goal, then the whole scene verifies it. This OR function
implements object-wise permutation-invariance. In addition to object-dependent inputs, the computation of pi integrates goal information through a gated-attention mechanism. Instead of being
concatenated, the goal embedding g is cast into an attention vector αg before being combined to the
object-dependent sub-state through an Hadamard product (term-by-term) to form the inputs of NNR :
xgi = sobj(i) αg . This can be seen as scaling object-specific features according to the interpretation of the goal gNL . Finally, we pre-trained a neural-network-based OR function: NNOR such that
the output is 1 whenever maxi ([pi ]i∈[1..N ] ) > 0.5. This is required to enable end-to-end training of
LM and R. The overall function can be expressed by:
R(s, g) = NNOR ([NNR (sobj(i)

αg )]i∈[1..N ] ).

We call this architecture MA for modular-attention.
Data - Interacting with the environment and SP, the agent builds a dataset of triplets (sT , g, r) where
r is a binary reward marking the achievement of g in state sT . LM and R are periodically updated
by backpropagation on this dataset.
Modular Policy using Deep Sets - Our agent is controlled by a goal-conditioned policy Π that
leverages an adapted modular-attention (MA) architecture (right in Fig. 1). Similarly, the goal embedding g is cast into an attention vector β g and combined with the object-dependent sub-state
sobj(i) through a gated-attention mechanism. As usually done with Deep Sets, these inputs are projected into a high-dimensional latent space (of size N × dim(sobj(i) )) using a shared network NNΠ
before being summed. The result is finally mapped into an action vector a with NNa . Following
the same architecture, the critic computes the action-value of the current state-action pair given the
current goal with NNav :
X
X
Π(s, g) = NNa (
NNΠ (sobj(i) β g )),
Q(s, a, g) = NNav (
NNQ ([sobj(i) , a] γ g )).
i∈[1..N ]

i∈[1..N ]

Hindsight learning - Our agent uses hindsight learning, which means it can replay the memory
of a trajectory (e.g. when trying to grasp object A) by pretending it was targeting a different goal
(e.g. grasping object B) (Andrychowicz et al., 2017; Mankowitz et al., 2018; Colas et al., 2019a).
In practice, goals originally targeted during data collection are replaced by others in the batch of
transitions used for RL updates, a technique known as hindsight replay (Andrychowicz et al., 2017).
To generate candidate substitute goals, we use the reward function to scan a list of 50 goals sampled
randomly so as to bias the ratio of positive examples.
Goal generator - Generated goals are used to serve as targets during environment interactions
and as substitute goals for hindsight replay. The goal generator samples uniformly from the set of
discovered goals Gd .
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C OMPETING A RCHITECTURES

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Competing architectures. a: Flat-concatenation (FC). b: Flat-attention (FA).
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F

R ESULTS : G ENERALIZATION PER T YPE

Fig. 9a provides the average success rate for the five generalization types. MA models demonstrate good generalizations of Type 1 (attribute-object generalization, e.g. grasp red tree), Type 3
(predicate-category generalization, e.g. grasp any animal) and Type 4 (easy predicate-object generalization: e.g. grasp any fly). Generalizing the meaning grow to other objects (Type 5, hard
predicate-object generalization) is harder as it requires to understand the dynamics of the environment. As we could expect, the generalization of colors to new objects fails (Type 2, attribute
extrapolation). As Type 2 introduces a new word, the language model’s LSTM receives a new token,
which perturbs the encoding of the sentence. The generalization capabilities of the reward function
when it is jointly trained with the policy are provided in Fig. 9b. They seem to be inferior to the policy’s capabilities, especially for Type 1 and 4. It should however be noted that the F1 -score plotted
in Fig. 9b does not necessarily describe the actual generalization that occurs during the joint training
of the reward function and the policy as it is computed from the supervised learning trajectories (see
Section C).
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Figure 9: Policy and reward function generalization. a: Average success rate of the policy. b: F1
score of the reward function.
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G

T WO -O BJECT R ESULTS

Fig. 10 shows the evolution of the F1 -score of the reward function computed from the training set
and the testing set (given in Fig. 11). The model considering two-objects interactions exhibit near
perfect F1 -score for both one-object goals and two-objects goals. Note that, after convergence, the
testing F1 -score is higher than the training one for two-objects goals. This is due to the fact that the
testing set for two-objects goals is limited to only two examples.
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1 obj

F1-score

0.8
0.6
0.4

1 obj
2 objs
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100
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Figure 10: Convergence plot of the reward
function. F1 -score w.r.t training epochs computed over the training (plain) and testing
(dashed) sets for one-object goals (blue) and
two-objects goals (red).

2 objs

Grasp any animal,
Grasp blue animal,
Grasp red animal,
Grasp green animal ,
Grasp any fly, Grasp blue fly
Grasp red fly, Grasp green fly,
Grasp blue door,
Grasp green dog,
Grasp red tree
Grasp any left of blue thing,
Grasp any right of dog thing

Figure 11: Test goals used for the object-pair
analysis.
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